
"Antigón"
Reenacted by Aspen Executive Leadership Seminar participants at the Aspen

Meadows resort �September 18�24, 2021�

Based on the original screenplay �PDF�

Characters & Roles
1. Antigon (Ray) - tragic hero, non-binary (born as a man) offspring of Oedipa

2. Creona �Alyssa CB� - aunt of Antigon & current ruler

3. Ismeno �Jimmy) - brother of Antigon, goodie two shoes

4. Haemona �Adrienne) - lover/fiancée of Antigon & Creon's daughter

5. Chorus of Theban Elders �Angie �1�, Joseph �2�, Alyssa E �3�, Mike �4�� -
narrator/commentator

6. Robot Guard �Ashley) - indifferent, innocent & ready to serve + rank & file
type officer.

7. Teiresia �Blair) - blind prophet/seer

8. Messenger �Kara) - a young girl who bears news of death

9. Eury �Liam) � Creona's husband

10. Director �Frances) - in charge of creative direction for the reenactment

11. Producer �Matt) - keeps director in check & ensures actors know their lines

12. Writer �Everyone) - finalizes screenplay

13. Costumes �Everyone) - in charge of costumes for actors

14. Casting �Alyssa E� - finalizes roles everyone plays

15. Sound (Eli) - in charge of audio and sound effects

16. Staging (Eli) - in charge of laying out stage and surroundings

Scenes

1. Office - table with chair

https://www.aspeninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/files/content/docs/SOPHOCLES_ANTIGONE_(AS08).PDF


2. Dark Alleyway - stairs
3. Jail - table with umbrella

Scene 1
Opening music plays � Track #12, Tron Legacy � 10 seconds in

Chorus 1 �Angie)
The year is 4441 set in San Fransokyo, the capital of the United Nations
Interstellar Protectorate. Consciousness can be digitized and stored in cortical
stacks implanted in the spine, allowing humans to survive even beyond death. The
average age of a human is now 300 with the oldest human being over 1,000 years
old and counting.

Chorus 2 �Joseph)
Women have also since developed and shared the power to emit electricity from
their hands and are recognized as the dominant gender. Men are primarily seen
through the commodification of their bodies made to serve women and struggle
to hold leadership positions across all facets of society.

Chorus 3 �Alyssa E�
Antigon's sisters Eta & Pola have fought for over 500 years over the dominion of
the Protectorate and have killed each other numerous times, but have kept
regenerating in different sleeves. Others were too scared to intervene out of fear
and the capital of San Fransokyo has become decrepit over time, turning its focus
to the marketplace of male enhancement implants.

Chorus 4 �Mike)
Many citizens of the Protectorate religiously follow Eywa and it is believed that
upon death, stacks should reunite with mother nature in the idyllic digital city of
Pandora, where nature does not hurry, yet everything is accomplished as is cared
for by Eywa. Pandora is accepted by the Protectorate but is seen as unnatural, as
the Protectorate believes all humans should continue to resleeve and serve a
higher purpose or face a real death should they no longer wish to serve the
greater good.



Chorus 1 �Angie)
After a severe lightning war, both Pola & Eta's stacks barely function and can no
longer be re-sleeved. The war ends. Creona, the new elected ruler of the
Protectorate and the aunt of Antigon, declares that Eta's stack will be given a
proper death and be reunited with Eywa in Pandora, as her religion dictates but
that Pola, for her treason against the Protectorate, will suffer a real death and
have her cortical stack permanently destroyed. Creona promises a new San
Fransokyo governed by absolute Protectorate law and order.

Chorus 2 �Joseph)
Antigon invites their brother Ismeno to meet them at the dead of night to try and
get his support by helping them upload Pola's stack to the digital city of Pandora,
as Eywa would desire.

Scene 2
Shady music plays � Track 3, Tron Legacy

Chorus 3 �Alyssa E�
Antigon enters a dark alleyway behind a shady-looking male body enhancement
clinic.

Ismeno soon follows with a worried look on his face, suspecting that Antigon
wants to enlist his help.

Antigon (Ray)
Brother, thank you for meeting me here. I am just fuming.

As a follower of Eywa, I am compelled to bring Pola's stack to Pandora to reunite
her with mother nature, which controls all.

If one way is better than another, that we may be sure is nature's way.

Therefore, I implore you to help me upload her stack in secret.

Ismeno �Jimmy)
Antigon, I sympathize.



However, you are going to get into deep shit if you carry on like this.

You know as well as I do that our aunt is a hard ass and follows the law to the tee.

Due to Pola's actions, she must undergo real death, as is decreed by Protectorate
law.

Antigon (Ray)
If that's how you feel brother, I understand.

Really.

But let me risk my life for my greater mother nature, for I would have it no other
way.

Ismeno �Jimmy)
But Antigon, you will assuredly undergo real death should you insist on following
Eywa's ways!

Creona has insisted San Fransokyo follow Protectorate law, especially given the
war that has just transpired.

I mean, in her defense, Pola did do a lot of damage and we have both lost so much
already...

...

I just… I cannot… I cannot help you out of fear for my livelihood.

I still have so many years ahead of me and I don't want to risk that.

I'm so sorry, I wish I were braver.

Antigon (Ray)
It's okay brother. It would pain me more to have you risk your life as well.

I will go alone to the servers of Pandora to reunite Pola with mother nature and
face the consequences myself.

I only ask you to keep this between us.



Ismeno �Jimmy)
(starts tearing up) Of course.

Your plans are safe with me.

Goodbye, Antigon.

May Eywa bless you.

Scene 3
Celebratory music plays � Get Lucky by Daft Punk

Chorus 4 �Mike)
Here in San Fransokyo, we celebrate courageous warriors that stand up for us.

Thank you, dear Eta, our true hero, for defending Protectorate ways.

May you be reunited with mother nature, unlike Pola who has failed us.

With this victory, we shall celebrate with many night-long disco tech dances.

�Creona enters]

So Creona, what’s the haps?

Creona �Alyssa CB�
Well I have a message.

Two have perished in war, but shall have two different fates.

For the law must come before all.

The first woman, Eta, shall be reunited with nature as decreed by Eywa.

The second woman, Pola, has violated Protectorate law and will undergo real
death ASAP!

Chorus 1 �Angie)
So what do we do, Creona?



Creona �Alyssa CB�
You all must obey or receive the same fate!

There will be no second chances for Pola.

�Robot Guard comes in and does some beeping noises because it is anxious]
(start tense music - track #7�

Robot Guard �Ashley)
Sooooo… don’t zap the machine, but some bad shit went down.

�Creona zaps the Robot Guard a little to hurry it up] (sound effect: icebeam)

Creona �Alyssa CB�
Fool, just spill the tea.

Robot Guard �Ashley)
Ouch!

Supreme Minister, as you recall, you clearly stated Pola was not to have a digital
afterlife.

Just now someone uploaded her consciousness to Pandora via an illegal hack…

Creona �Alyssa B�
�Creona zaps the Robot Guard a little again because she's kinda cruel] (sound

effect: icebeam)

Ugh for F’s sake...

So who did it, then?!

Robot Guard �Ashley)
Inconclusive.

No evidence was left behind.

I engaged in an online game of Tetris with the other guards and my algorithm lost.



I am here unwillingly.

Chorus 2 �Joseph)
Is this a message from Eywa, mother nature?

Creona �Alyssa CB�
Okay look you worthless tool - you are programmed to do what you're told!

Choice is but a construct for your kind.

Go, go and find out who it was! NOW!

Or I will freakin zap you until you're nothing more than an ancient microwave! Do
you understand me?!    [sit in your office seat]

�Robot Guard scurries away]

Robot Guard �Ashley)
(mutters in binary code beep boop) Does Creona not know that I am programmed
to feel pain?

Surely I have been designed in the image of man and as such am relegated to be
treated as an object and nothing more.

Scene 4
Tense music plays � Track #8, Tron Legacy

Chorus 3 �Alyssa E�
Enter Antigon, who is being forcibly escorted by a robot guard, who has caught
them trying to enter digital Pandora through an illegal download center.

They are now being led to Creona's office overlooking the city at Protectorate
Headquarters, where Creona is waiting angrily.

There are two laws worthy of note.

- Law 4231, Article 2. Section 71� Betraying the Protectorate in an act of war
as so deemed by the Upper Chamber must be punished by real death
instead of digital confinement.



- Law 4231, Article 2. Section 72� Aiding a human in violation of the prior law
is punishable by up to 500 years of digital confinement.

Antigon (Ray)
Get your hands off me, you damn machine!

Robot Guard �Ashley)
I exist to serve the Protectorate, human.

Antigon, you have violated Law 4231, Article 2, Section 72.

Due to this violation, protocol programs us to bring you to Creona, the supreme
minister, for your final sentencing.

So it is programmed, so it shall be.

Antigon (Ray)
Oh for Eywa's sake...

�Antigon and Robot Guard arrive in Creona's office]

Creona
Antigon… what in Eywa's name are you doing here?!

Antigon (Ray)
Look deep into nature and you will understand everything.

Creona �Alyssa CB�
You dare talk to me about nature?!

What of the law?

So they must have been the one who sent Pola to Pandora even though I explicitly
mandated as decreed by Protectorate law that it not be so!

Antigon (Ray)
I can not deny this.



Creona �Alyssa CB�
Then you bring shame to me and our family!

Antigon, you are but a man.

Let it be known that women have and will always be superior to men, so it has
been and so it shall be.

No man is above the law and no man is below it: nor do we ask any man's
permission when we ask him to obey it.

Antigon (Ray)
I am neither man nor woman.

I am just a being.

A being who simply believes in the teachings of Eywa, blessed she is by mother
nature.

For our Mother feedeth thus our little life, that we may in turn feed her with our
death.

How can you think me to be lesser for my beliefs?

Creona �Alyssa CB�
�Creona zaps Antigon pretty bad, Antigon topples over a bit] (sound effect:

lightning)

You freaking fool.

Regardless of how you present it, my dear Antigon, you are a man and will always
be a man.

And therefore you are lesser, and you will always be lesser.

Never would I let a man undermine my law!

No matter how convinced of justice they are, the law must come before all!

Antigon (Ray)
(speaks weakly since the zap hurt them pretty badly) To be reunited with nature
upon death is not a justice, but a right given to all by Eywa, blessed be our mother.



Creona �Alyssa CB�
And so I am right as well in sentencing you to 500 years of digital confinement for
your violations against Protectorate law.

Your stack will be corrupted, backups deleted, and your sleeve repurposed for the
pleasure of women.

Your confinement simulation will be a desolate cave, and should you dare try and
escape, your sleeve is programmed to die within the hour.

Antigo (Ray)
sad music plays: track 19

Then I guess I will die on my feet rather than on my knees.

Scene 5
Chorus 4 �Mike)
Enter Haemona and Creona as they debate about the fate of Antigon in Creona's
home office.

Creona �Alyssa CB�
My dearest daughter!

Have you heard that your fiancé has been condemned to confinement?

Haemona �Adrienne)
Mother, you know I love you and you usually have good judgment, which I try to
follow.

Creona �Alyssa CB�
There’s my good, obedient girl!

I’m so proud of you and so happy that I’ve raised you the right way.

Never let lust mislead you.



Forget that horrible Antigon and just move on.

After all, if I allowed you to disobey me, San Fransokyo would be ripe for rebellion
again, for law and order starts at home.

...Besides, nothing makes me angrier than idiots who refuse to obey me.

Disobedience ruins cities and homes and causes us to lose in battle.

People who live well do so because they’re disciplined, remember that, my dear
daughter!

And there was no chance in real death that I’d let someone who isn’t even a
woman show me up!

Haemona �Adrienne)
Nice speech, mother.

Too bad I fell asleep in the middle of it.

Mother, hear me well, please.

I love Antigon.

I feel at peace with them and wish for us to live a long life together.

Tell me this is all a mistake and you will admit to the error of your ways.

Creona �Alyssa CB�
My dear daughter, all hope is not lost!

Surely you can find someone else to pass the time, as we all have at some point
before meeting each other.

Haemona �Adrienne)
500 years of digital confinement is more than a lifetime, and you know it.

I would rather real die than be with another.

Look, Mother, even if you don’t care about my happiness, you should care about
yourself and what your subjects are saying about you.

They won’t say it to your face because they’re scared of you, but they think you’re
wrong to sentence Antigon to digital confinement.



They think Antigon did the right thing.

Mother, I care about you, and I hate to hear what they say about you.

Not everyone can be right all the time, and your opinion can’t be the only one that
is correct.

I know I’m young, but let me tell you what’s up: you should stop being so angry,
admit you’re wrong, and let Antigon go.

Creona �Alyssa CB�
You want me to condone breaking the law?

I am supposed to let the city tell ME how to govern?

PLEASE.

Haemona �Adrienne)
The law is unjust, and no city belongs to only one person.

Creona �Alyssa CB�
Let me remind you, my sweet flower lily of a daughter, that I, and I alone, am in
charge!!

What I say goes!

I am just as I follow Protectorate rule!

And that is my last word on the subject!

Haemona �Adrienne)
You love to talk but you never listen.

Rest assured, should Antigon really really die, they will not be alone.

Creona �Alyssa CB�
start tense music, track 8

(fuming with electricity coursing through her body) Is that a threat??



Haemona �Adrienne)
Have a nice life, Mother...

�Haemona stomps angrily off set]

Scene 6
Chorus 1 �Angie)
start chill happy music  � Around the World by Daft Punk - up to 1 minute

Enter Teiresia the prophet and Creona as they discuss Creona's decision about
Antigon in Creona's floating island mansion in her home office.

�Teiresia enters and extends greetings]

Creona �Alyssa CB�
Ah T, so good to see you Sis!

What news has brought you here?

Teiresia �Blair)
I’ll tell you, but you have to trust me.

�Teriresia takes a long, dramatic pause]

Creona �Alyssa CB�
Hmmm.. okay, spit it out, then.

Teiresia  �Blair)
I’ve sat where every bird of heaven comes, and heard bird cries I’ve never known.

I was afraid so straight away I tried burnt sacrifice upon the flaming altar.

No fire caught my offerings.

Why has this sickness struck against the state?



Through your decision.

Think of these things, Sis, all men err, but error once committed, he’s no fool, nor
yet unfortunate who gives up his stiffness and cures the trouble he has fallen in.

�Teiresia dramatically turns away as if to leave, then abruptly turns back to
Creona]

Stubbornness and stupidity are twins.

Yield to the dead.

�Teiresia points accusedly to Creona]

Creona �Alyssa CB�
Sis, please.

I don't even know what the hell you're saying but I’ve had my share of seers.

I pay you, that’s why you’re here with all your mumbo jumbo.

But you will never cover up that corpse.

For I know no mortal being can pollute the gods.

But admittedly, I’m reluctant to be uncivil to a seer.

Teiresia �Blair)
You’ve done that already. You said I lied.

�Teiresia dismissively sighs and gives Creona the hand]

Creona �Alyssa CB�
�Creona responds with her hand, and dismissively sighs].

You better recognize that you can’t deliver my mind if you should sell it to the
buyer.

Teiresia �Blair)
YOU better recognize, know well, the sun will not have rolled its course many more
days before you give up the child of your loins.



You’ve confused the upper and lower worlds.

The fury sent by mother nature will even you with your victims.

Now, say I’m all about the money!

�Teiresia mic drops and BOTH leaves]

Scene 7
Chorus 2 �Joseph)
Enter Haemona and Antigon in the Protectorate Detention Center (where sleeves
are imprisoned) where the Protectorate Digital Confinement (where digital
consciousnesses are imprisoned) is also located in the server room.

Haemona figures out how to hack the servers to speak to Antigon, but cannot
enter to be with them.

Heamona �Adrienne)
My condemned, can you hear me?

How can we avoid your real death?

Our options are exhausted.

The stubborn mind of my mother has sealed your fate.

I have broken ties with my family and forfeited my birth rite.

Antigon (Ray)
Dear Heamona, I can hear you.

I have accepted my fate, but will still maintain the final choice.

I go willingly accepting the consequences of my action, but maintain the means.

Heamona  �Adrienne)
What do you mean?



Antigon (Ray)
I will not suffer in digital confinement for I would rather suffer a real death than to
not be reunited with Eywa in Pandora.

Nature is not to be put in order.

Nature is order, incarnate.

It is for us to put ourselves in unison with nature.

Heamona �Adrienne)
(starts crying) I see the reason in this, and choose the same.

I am now a woman without a birthright, or companion.

Let us speak no more of it, less I think better of it.

�Haemona proceeds to hack into and destroy the server Antigon is digitally
confined in, making her undergo real death. Haemona then deletes her backups,

sends a goodbye message to her Dad Eury, and zaps herself in the cortical stack,
resulting in her real death as well] (sound effect - self destruct and ice beam)

Scene 8
start sad music, track 19

Chorus 3 �Alyssa E.)
Enter Messenger and Chorus who relay updates to Eury and then Creona in their
floating mansion.

in giddy tone

Messenger �Kara)
There is no woman's life that I envy or look down upon

For luck is constantly changing and will raise women high and low alike

No one can predict the future

Take Creona

If I ever thought any woman was invincible, it was she.



She has saved this land and with her newfound powers, she has led us well

But now that is all gone and wasted, for a life without life's joys is a living death

You'll tell me she is rich beyond anyone’s wildest dreams

But money cannot buy happiness and I would trade all the money in the world for
my ounce of joy

Chorus 4 �Mike)
So what terrible news do you bring to our minister's house?

Messenger �Kara)
Haemona and Antigon have undergone real death.

Chorus 1 �Angie)
Tell us what happened.

Messenger �Kara)
Haemona destroyed her own stack out of anger for her mother’s crime.

Chorus 2 �Joseph)
So what the prophet predicted has come to pass.

Chorus 3 �Alyssa E�
Eury’s ship is coming from the palace and he looks pissed.

�Eury enters from the palace]

Do you think he knows about his daughter or is this just a coincidence?

Eury �Liam)
My fellow citizens, I heard you as I was headed to the Church of Eywa as word
spread.

Please tell me what has transpired and do not spare any details.



Messenger �Kara)
Dear Eury, I went with your wife to the Protectorate’s Detention Center.

It appears Haemona helped Antigon destroy the server where they were digitally
confined and then proceeded to delete her own backups and zapped the base of
her beautiful neck, rendering her sleeve and cortical stack in ruins.

I'm afraid there is nothing we can do to bring them back now.

Eury �Liam)
start sad music, track 19

(starts heaving heavily) Oh sweet Ewya, I can hear no more…

�Eury exits in tears and appears to be suffering from a panic attack]

Chorus 4 �Mike)
What’s up with Eury?

He took off without a word to anyone...

Who knows where his head is at...

Messenger �Kara)
Unnatural silence signifies no good...

�CREONA enters carrying Heamon’s destroyed STACK in her hands] (continue sad
dramatic music, track 19�

Chorus 1 �Angie)
Lo! The minister herself appears.

Evidence she bears

The guilt is hers and hers alone.



Creona �Alyssa CB�
(weeping) My sweet little lily of heavenly birth, you were too fair to bloom on
earth!

Alas, alas my daughter, life scarce begun!

Then thou was ultimately undone!

The fault is mine, mine alone, my dearest daughter!

Chorus 2 �Joseph)
Too late have you arrived at this truth, Creona

Messenger �Kara)
Creona, you hold one sorrow in your hands but you have more, stored up inside
the house...

Creona �Alyssa CB�
Good Eywa, what else could possibly go wrong?

Messenger �Kara)
Creona, I'm sorry to share that your husband’s stack has been permanently
destroyed.

He has suffered real death.

The poor soul, his wounds were clearly fresh.

Creona �Alyssa CB�
Eywa, harbor of all,

I was devastated and now you pour salt into my wounds?

First my daughter and now my husband are lost forever?



Chorus 2 �Joseph)
Now you understand everything which has occured.

Messenger �Kara)
There, by the church of Eywa, lies his destroyed stack and body

He lost hope over the loss of his only daughter

And he squarely blamed YOU

Creona �Alyssa CB�
The prospect of living forever without them will drive me insane!

Real death must be so beautiful!

To lie in the soft brown earth, with the grass waving above one's head, and listen
to silence.

To have no yesterday, and no to-morrow.

To forget time, to forget life, to be at peace.

Will no one relieve me of this pain and destroy my stack and sleeve as well?

Chorus 3 �Alyssa E�
Do not pray again for Eywa for no one can escape what nature has prepared for
them

Creona �Alyssa CB�
I killed everyone I love, I say it clearly!

This is my guilt, and mine alone.

Someone, take me away, away out of sight.

I feel a hollowness in my soul.

They say time heals all wounds, but that presumes the source of the grief is finite.

May real death present itself quickly,



Let me never ever see tomorrow’s dawn.

My arrogance has struck me down and my life is warped beyond reconciliation.
�Creona walks to the right with the nessenger]

Chorus �1, 2, 3, 4�
closing music - track 22, 30 seconds in

Our happiness depends on wisdom all the way

Eywa must have her due

Great words by women of pride bring greater blows upon them.

So does wisdom come to the old

So now let us be bold

And bring what’s left of this household

Leaving behind this tragedy so sour

As we head to Hootch Craft for happy hour

EL FIN


